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Nietzschean pose (Williams, 1989: 49-64); a dis-engaged avant-garde is then
set in a reductionist history (Greenberg, 1961), or characterized by the kind
of fetishization of the individual indicated by Kuspit, who identifies a further
possibility in Beuys' "shamanistic artistic healing", which he sees as a desire
to be of "reparative service to pathological society". This, for Kuspit, fails
because the wish to heal "is in fact deluded ... because the artist's narcissism
intervenes in a process already tending to idealisation" (Kuspit, 1993: 96-7).
For Cork, however, Bottle of Notes is successful, according to the terms of
Modernism, but occupies an unconventional space. Yet, as noted above,
Cork's position in 1995 is neither the only position available, nor the only one
in his own writing. If Bottle of Notes carries art-space to public space, the
public realm of monuments and civic architecture in which it intervenes is one
of both official readings, and of occupations. In the next chapter, Jon Bird's
essay on Michael Sandle's sculpture is used to problematize such readings, and
Phillips' 1988 essay to extend the argument to contemporary public art's
relation to spaces of democracy, questioning the notion of site as a physical,
rather than social or psychological space.
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essay on affirmative culture, sees art as generally framed by its conceptual
structure (for Burger, an important insight); similarly, as he demonstrates
through cases, art under the occupation is framed by the necessity of
resistance. But, taking Bloch's writing on Expressionism, and Marcuse's up
to his essay on Sartre (1948), three commonalities appear, though in differing
forms and without cross-reference. Firstly, an interest in the rupture of
language and languages of rupture: for Marcuse, this expresses the
fragmentation of a society characterized by its contradictions, and for Bloch
a period of upheaval in which the new is glimpsed. Secondly, for both Bloch
and Marcuse, the content of resistance or hope is found in art which expresses
the subjective experience of individuals: for Marcuse, a literature of the absurd
states a condition without illusion, and that of sensual intimacy negates the
total administration of society; for Bloch, it is in Marc's abstraction that the
end of unfreedom is glimpsed. And thirdly, despite his interest in folk art and
popular literature, Bloch, like Marcuse, looks to art as the site of insights into
social transformation.
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Other cities contain similar tensions, but not in such a vacuum. Medieval
Worms and the nearby vineyards move into a softer focus, as Ludwigshafen
states the future determined by the relation of workers and entrepreneurs
(Bloch, [1928] 1991: 194).
CONCLUSION
Adorn° writes of Bloch's theory of utopia that "the colour [he was] after
becomes gray when it becomes total" (Adorno, Gesammelte Schtiften, vol 11,
p248, cited by Tiedemann in Adorn°, [1969] 1997:127). Perhaps, as well as
the cultural criticism which can be recovered from it, Bloch's commentary on
non-contemporaneity offers insights which remain relevant. If the theory of
hope fails when the objective basis Bloch seeks to give it appears, as Levitas
argues, abstract, his discussion of local cultural and social conditions, and the
reciprocity of these, has a concreteness about it. This is interesting when
locality itself is an issue, as in Lippard's commentary on art which engages
with local histories, ethnicities and conditions, discussed in Chapter 6, and the
cases of art practice discussed in Chapters 7 and 8. Bloch's idea of non-
contemporaneity is interesting in another way in relation to Gablik's
appropriation of what she perceives as pre-Cartesian cultures, also discussed
in Chapter 6.
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APPENDICES B, C, D, and E: pages removed from electronic version
[ reproduced from original documents - not paginated] 
B: 'spreading the news and changing the climate with 10,000 2-second art 
actions' (leaflet, 1997) 
C:'What is Vessel? ideas from the Vessel workshop held in January 1998" 
(leaflet, 1998) 
D: 'Transcript of SS Memo re. Saurer Vehicles used for Extermination at 
Chelmno' (sheet distributed at performance of Killing Us Softly, 19th January, 
1999) 
E: 'killing us softly - project evolution - past present and future' (distributed 
to participants at workshop, 9th July, 2000) 
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2000 - 2001: Phase 2 - External Research 
The aims of this Phase are three-fold:
1. To recruit 2 collaborators, one from the field of psychology, the other a corporate
'insider' via a series of performances of killing us softly in London.
2. To design and enact, with the above collaborators, a series of interviews with corporate
managers/ executives who respond to advertisements in the business press.
3. To integrate insights gained and personal testimony heard during the interviewing
process into a re-configured design of the killing us softly event.
In this second phase, the work will be targetted at 2 groups of professionals who are central
to the development of killing us softly  - psychologists and corporate employees. Between
September and December 2000, a series of 3 performances will be held in London, at PLATFORM's
space, with the principal aim of attracting one individual from both these groupings to collaborate
with on a medium/ long-term basis. (With a positive by-product being the further amplification of
the project). Once these individuals are recruited then they, together with PLATFORM artist-
researcher Dan Gretton, will work on designing an interview process for corporate managers/
executives who have had, or are having, serious ethical doubts about the environmental & human
rights impacts of their corporations. Concurrently, advertisements will be placed in selected
business publications such as 'Management Today' and 'The Economist' explaining that a
psychologist, for the purposes of academic research, wishes to interview senior managers/
executives who either:
a. Have felt strong ethical reservations about the activities of their company but have
decided to remain;
or
b. Have felt so concerned that they have had to leave their company.
Being guided by the corporate adviser, interviews would then be set up with all respondents
in a safe, 'neutral' space. The psychologist and PLATFORM artist-researcher would then embark on
a series of detailed interviews which would primarily focus on the process by which psychological
compartmentalisation works within a corporate setting. Absolute anonymity would be guaranteed
to all those requesting it. Following this the collaborating team would work on the integration of
the new material and insights gained into the fabric of the killing us softly event. It is envisaged
that this phase of securing collaborators and interviewing respondents would take between 6 and 9
months.
Phase 2 of killing us softly will complement the conceptual originality of Phase 1 with
unprecedented methodological inflovati )fl, and it is this aspect that PLATFORM hopes that will be
supported by London Arts Board, Combimed Arts London R&D Fund, and the Ashden Trust..
2001 Uulyi onwards: Phase 3 - Production
Once the killing us softly lecture-performance has been re-configured a more public phase of
Production could be embarked upon (from July 2001 onwards). At this stage, May 2000, several
venues are already being researched as to their appropriacy, including the Crypt of the
Roundhouse. Artsadmin and L.I.F.T. are both being considered as possible partners in this
production phase.
(end)
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THEORIES AND PRACTICES IN CONTEMPORARY ART FOR RADICAL
SOCIAL CHANGE c. 1967-99
CONCLUSION
This conclusion summarises arguments made in the development of the thesis;
it then reconsiders three issues derived from its argument before returning to
the question asked at the outset. The three issues are: the relation of theory
and practice in terms of the material investigated; the relation to power of the
projects examined; and the means by which a new consciousness comes into
being. The question it finally revisits is whether there can be a new avant-
garde - an art for social transformation today.
SUMMARY
Cork (1995) constructs an intricately layered text around the idea of discovery.
Bottle of Notes remains worth looking at for him because it is an authentic,
even intrepid, work by Oldenburg and van Bruggen after Boccioni and Tatlin;
that it also occupies a public site seems almost incidental in his account. In
contrast, Phillips (1988), informed by Arendt's concept of publicity and the
notion of democratic public space denoted by the Boston Common, argues
against conventional definitions of public art's site as physical space. She
proposes a mutable, psychological space in which contentions represent
vitality. Art in non-gallery sites, for Phillips, intervenes in the mutable and
contested space of public issues (Phillips, 1995a and b). The contrast between
Cork and Phillips polarizes art for art's sake and art for social change, and is
set up in part to open this problem; but this literature is critical rather than
scholarly or philosophical, and a deeper understanding of the aesthetic and
social dimensions of art is found in the works of Adorno, Bloch and Marcuse.
Marcuse ([19371 1968a) sees art as affirming bourgeois society by displacing
hope for a better world to an autonomous aesthetic realm in which the
dominant society's values and mechanisms (as of exchange) remain un-
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threatened. Part of Marcuse's concern is with the failure of revolution and rise
of fascism, and in his studies of French literature under the occupation he sees
intimacy as a defence against the total administration of society represented by
fascism (which does not lack an economic aspect); this leads - after a period
of optimism in the late 1960s - to a formulation (1978) in which art's
autonomy becomes its space of criticality, a space apart yet now one from
which engagement is a possibility, perhaps even a necessity as art in its most
abstract forms ruptures the norms and perceptions of the dominant society.
Though the optimism of 1968 faded, it is in Marcuse's work then (1968b;
1969; 1970) that he foresees a shift in consciousness, a change in the
constitution of the Freudian model of drives in the unconscious, when
technology ends the problem of scarcity and offers release from unending
performance of the reality principle. This leads to his most radical concept: the
libidinization of life, or society as a work of art. But asked how the new
consciousness comes into being, he does not know, seeing the abolition of old
institutions as a prerequisite whilst the accomplishment of such abolition is part
of the burden of a new not yet in being.
Bloch, like Marcuse, begins from an effort to understand the rise of fascism
and failure of revolution. A more orthodox Marxist than Marcuse, Bloch
posits an end-point in history - freedom - which he reads back into cultural
history as hope. His efforts to establish hope with the objectivity of a Freudian
drive, however, are problematic, as Levitas and others have noted. Even so,
Bloch shows a utopian content in art in aristocratic and bourgeois societies,
and sees art's role as shaping a hope which is undying in human
consciousness. Evidence of hope is found also in past millenarian movements
such as Joachim's Third Kingdom, though millenarianism is open to pirating
and parody, as in fascism; conditions in Germany in the 1920s are non-
contemporaneous: that is, they support cultures which are progressive in one
place (Mannheim) and regressive in another (Ludwigshafen), as the petit-
bourgeoisie listen to songs of crowns in the Rhine.
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Adorn° ([19671 1997), and Marcuse in his late work (1972; 1978), are less
optimistic. For them, art's resistance is its withdrawal to a safe (critical) place,
its refusal of the dominant society. Adorno sees an aporia in art's inability to
adequately convey suffering, and in a mutually diminishing relation of its
aesthetic and social dimensions; but rather than resolve this, he retains it as a
dynamic tension, a new ground on which art operates. Art during times of
bleakness - in a grim reality - may approach silence, but in its most self-
cancelling forms is still transgressive.
Examination of critical theory thus reconciles, to some extent and perhaps as
much as is now possible, the autonomy which allows criticality in the aesthetic
with the object of that criticality, the social. Returning to recent art criticism,
in a repetition of the model of contrast set up between Cork and Phillips:
Gablik's (1991) pre-Cartesianism - like songs of crowns in the Rhine - is
undermined by her reproduction of the dualism she rejects, whilst her
appropriation of shamanism reveals her purpose as preserving the role of artist
and critic as (charismatic) interpreters of the world for others. This contrasts
with Lippard's (1997) introduction of the concept of locality, as socially and
aesthetically constructed, in a tripartite narrative which combines a personal
(political) voice with critical commentary, and account of a diversity of
projects. These are not at the epic level of global power, but set in the
everyday. The advantage of the everyday is that it might shift the terms (and
terminology) of Marcuse's impasse from time to space - if there are moments
of liberation from routine within the embodied acts of everyday life, then these
constitute the conditions for liberation co-present with those institutions whose
abolition is required. The new is thus built beside the old, and for art practice
this offers a model of engagement which is not incompatible with criticality.
THEORY AND PRACTICE
Amongst the theories considered, Marcuse's theory of affirmative culture
([1937] 1968a) illuminates Cork's privileging of the aesthetic. Cork's (1995)
acceptance of the concept of discovery and his reliance on modern art's claim
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to a value-free aesthetic denote a de-politicised stance. Whilst public sculpture
is frequently commissioned for economic reasons, Cork emphasises the work's
genealogy within art history, co-opting public space as art space. This suggests
a limitation in Marcuse's theory, in that, if public art represents economic
interests, it cannot be assumed it carries any content of wishing for a better
world to be displaced to an aesthetic realm. Even art's potentially transgressive
content may be compromised by contractual processes and an overt commodity
status - a form of Cork's argument that art in public is debased, for a less
romantic reason. Then, Bottle of Notes is a mere embellishment of its site,
stating, as a work of international Modernism, its blue-chip status.
The content of a wish for a world indisputably better is seen by Bloch in the
works of Watteau and Cézanne, and speaks (like the aesthetic in Modernist
accounts) beyond the circumstances of its production. This casts the aesthetic
dimension not as a repository of displacement, but as a living stream of hope.
Art, for Bloch, offers glimpses of freedom before the free society dawns, and
freedom is the home to which all life's paths objectively lead. Yet, though
Bloch sees hope in folk culture and colportage, his commentary on fine art is
restricted to a mainstream art history culminating in Expressionism. His
defence of this is an attack on fascism, after the Degenerate Art show in
Munich in 1937, in course of which an aspect of bourgeois individualism is
preferable to the perceived limitations of Socialist Realism or fascist
classicism. At the same time, Bloch's concepts of abrupt mediation, denoted
by the disjuncture of montage, and non-contemporaneity remain useful. The
former can be stretched to include digital manipulations of imagery which, like
montage, de-contextualise it; the latter puts in the dark Gablik's (1991)
regressive appropriations of shamanism and pre-Cartesianism. Bloch's interest
in place accords, too, with Lippard's (1997) celebration of the everyday.
Bloch (1991) emphasises the quality of near-presence of millenarianism, a
fore-sight become close, yet which is grotesquely parodied (and lost) in
projections of compensatory fantasy. Nearness and all-aroundness (hope
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permeating everywhere in Bloch's terms) is found, too, in art engaged in the
social and aesthetic construction of meaning through relation to locality, and
in the immediacy of artists' engagement with passers-by. This quality is
difficult to describe and has no exact word, but is indicated in the work of
PLATFORM, despite or because of their relation to non-specific publics.
Adorn°, however, tests hope to the limit; his statement of art's aporia is firstly
a refusal of a closure of argument (which would be the worst outcome, as
deadening as fascism's certainties), and of the sublimation attendant on any
notion of solution. As such, despite his preference for high culture, Adorno's
work illuminates recent art practices which are ephemeral, and might be seen
as close to silence not in the minimalism of their language as much as in the
absence of any physical trace beyond documentation and personal memory on
the part of artists and (a few) recipients. There is, however, a difficulty. For
Adorn° and Marcuse, art's criticality is located in its distancing autonomy,
while for new genre public artists, such as Ukeles, or for PLATFORM and
Artists Agency, criticality is produced in acts of commitment and is derived
from participation and reflection, is not given only as intention but is
produced. It is not, thinking of Adorn°, that participatory art, mired in social
reality, shows the limitation of critical theory; nor that Adorno's retention of
the category of art limits the relevance of his theory to participatory art: the
form of autonomy is mutable, and to embed both criticality and its necessary
distancing from a grim reality within the actualities of everyday life addresses
paradoxically rather than through contradiction the requirement of critical
theory to be critical of its own assumptions. The assumption brought into
question here is that art's claim for autonomy is other than an aestheticization
of the world. If distancing is vital to the imagination, offering liberation from
the given and the required, then the distanced consciousness remains abstract
until it mediates and is mediated by the material conditions of life. If the cost
of criticality is isolation in a meta-realm, this is redeemed when the critical
insights revealed are integrated with those which are embedded in actuality.
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PRACTICE AND THEORY
The projects examined - Parish Maps, Visions of Utopia, and 90% Crude -
claim to engage specific publics: parishioners; dwellers in the north of
England; and commuters, or members of adjacent constituencies of interest,
such as environmentalists. As such they seek to embed art practice in everyday
lives. They share a belief in the general possibility of a world which is better,
defined specifically as, respectively, the conservation of habitat, the
imagination of utopia, and democratic ecology. Investigation, however, shows
Common Ground to reproduce the viewpoint of power of cartographic
convention in a politically disengaged image of the English village. Parish
Maps exhibits the limitation of community art - David Reason comments:
In community arts, workers get their kicks out of joining in, perhaps,
but it is the artist-instigator-supervisor who generally gets the kick-
backs ... The division of labour in an administered market society has
as its concomitant the detailed organisation of space. This is inevitably
associated ... with the intensification of powers of surveillance and
policing; 'right conduct' becomes identified with knowing one's place
(David Reason, 'Public Art & Collaboration: an interdisciplinary
approach', International Public Art Symposium, 'Context &
Collaboration', Birmingham, April 1990, papers p57).
Here, it is Common Ground who get the kick-backs. But Reason adds: "Art,
in its aspect of uncommitted crime, cannot but trespass" (ibid).
Artists Agency operate within the structures of state agency, working with
local and health authorities, and the Probation Service. But though the purpose
of such agencies is to preserve social order, Artists Agency offer individuals
within such systems opportunities for imaginative work. Whilst the nominal
benefits of artists' residencies in institutional settings include the development
of communication, acquisition of skills, and increased self-esteem, participants
in this project may also be liberated by its utopian content: the idea that people
might shape their own futures, or at least be asked to imagine them.
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PLATFORM see their work as politicised. They do not, unlike Reclaim the
Streets, resort to direct action (and their ambivalence over Evading Standards
indicates a retention of a critical rather than activist territory), but they
perceive themselves outside art's institutional structures (whilst in receipt of
arts funding). They devote a significant part of their time to critical reflection
in workshops for participants and in informal discussions amongst themselves.
If their constituency seems limited compared with that of Artists Agency, and
their means of contacting it less dependent on the long-term collaborations and
contracts which offer stability to Artists Agency, they would argue that their
work acts like a virus, its progress unpredictable and possibly unstoppable.
This is complemented by practical projects for renewable energy which
constitute, like the wetland at Quaking Houses, the local as resistance to
globalization. If neither Shell nor BP, nor the governments of Nigeria and
Colombia are worried by this, PLATFORM's shock-tactics, in spoof
publications and street video in 90% Crude, and micro-performance, in Killing
Us Softly, are intended to engage the publics of a metropolitan city, including,
eventually, people who occupy positions of power. This suggests an
incremental and uneven progress, which is nonetheless viable in as much as
the changed consciousness of an individual becomes a new factor in the
totality, and, as chaos theory shows, may have far-reaching effects.
A key factor here is the imaginative potential of the citizen. The workshops
and brainstorming sessions in Visions of Utopia offer participants an
opportunity to imagine a possible future other than the given. Similarly,
PLATFORM's networking and seminars on ethical funding shift their own
consciousness as a group and perhaps that of participants, and their strategy
has moved from casual engagement with passers-by to a more testing
engagement at a micro-level. Though the form of Killing Us Softly is
problematic it operates in a terrain not far removed except in time from
Marcuse's deliberations over a new consciousness. And if it cannot be assumed
that all projects which invite the imagination of a possible future are liberating
as such - the Russian artists' group AES undertook a project for the Belgrade
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Festival in 1998, using digital manipulation to produce three spoof postcard
in which minarets were added to public buildings, and so forth, denoting the
fears of islamicisation of a people engaged in ethnic cleansing (Overground,
catalogue, Belgrade Summer Festival [not paginated]) - then to make fear
visible contributes to transparency and the possibility for critique. As long as
it remans invisible or opaque, on the other hand, it retains its power.
POWER
Part of the difficulty is that art today is marginal. Artists Agency seek to
integrate imaginative work in the structures of the welfare and corrective
states. PLATFORM seek to subvert the dominant society through irony and
exposure of the contradiction between liberalism and the oppression it affirms.
Implicit is a notion of power in a conventional sense, as exercised by dominant
interests in society over the subjected. Adorn° and Horkheimer, citing Bacon,
see knowledge as identified with this kind of power in Enlightenment ([1 947]
1997). This does not lead them to junk the project of Enlightenment, but to
call for its revision within rationality. And the concept of power has undergone
revision since Dialectic of Enlightenment - in the work of Michel Foucault, for
whom institutional structures breed self-discipline (Foucault, [1975] 1977).
Merquior summarises:
if power is indeed merely repressive, he asks, then how come power
relations are not much more unstable than they are? Translation: the
cause of power is its capacity to do something other than repress, just
as the cause of the survival of the prison is its capacity to do something
other than fail to prevent crime (Merquior, 1985: 109).
For Foucault, power is "a silent, secret civil war that re-inscribes conflict in
various 'social institutions, in economic inequalities, in language, in the bodies
themselves of each and every one of us" (Foucault (1980) Power/Knowledge:
Selected Interviews and Other Writings 1972-77, Brighton, Harvester Press,
pp87-90, cited in Merquior, 1985: 110).
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Like capital in a post-modern economy, power moves through networks and
flows, and individuals are its accomplices as much as victims. An example of
this, probably unwitting, is Gretton's use of an inverse panopticon in Killing
Us Softly; the participants are voluntarily disempowered. If the actor in
medieval drama is swayed by virtues and vices (Belsey, 1985) which
differentiate multiple identities for mysterious Fate, then Gretton, acting the
unified subject of liberal humanism, sways his audience with images of Belsen
and the masters of fate from Germany and BP, though his material also
includes items of everyday administration such as the instruction for modifying
the Saurer van (Chapter 8, Appendix D). But does he become the unwitting
servant of his material and its burden of power?
Paradoxically, Artists Agency, whose work is in collaboration with institutions
seen by Foucault as coercive, enable participants within those institutions and
coerced by them, to imagine their own futures in a way more specific and
open than evident in some of the work of PLATFORM. But there is also
ambivalence. For Artists Agency, the freedom to carry out such projects
depends in a material way (the payment of the fees) on long-term partnerships
with health, local and police authorities; this allows them to work with
individuals and groups regarded by the wider society and perhaps seeing
themselves as excluded or deprived. This work, though, requires permission,
and those who have to ask are not in power, just as a policy to work with the
socially excluded or deprived reproduces a taxonomy (as critiqued in the place-
names projects cited by Lippard, 1997) of exclusion. Artists Agency's
revolution is thus curtailed, though by no means abolished.
PLATFORM's refusal to become a large organisation at the behest of a
funding body is resistance to institutional pressures (though they have
collaborated with a local authority in Renue). The limitations of Killing Us
Softly should be seen in context of the far more compromised role of art as
embellishment to urban development - seen all around in cities now. And, if
Killing Us Softly is an introjection of its material, PLATFORM have other
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strategies: the creation of renewable energy; agit-prop and spoof newspapers;
and workshops - which retain an interaction with democratic processes.
PLATFORM have less acknowledged regard than Artists Agency (which has
a staff) for their continued existence as a group, and their discussions over
Ignite indicate awareness of the dangers of institutionalisation. The open road
is, as it were, a live option for PLATFORM. Yet much of their work is
predicated on opposition to the dominant reality, which sets the terms of the
debate. Artists Agency, in contrast, invite citizens to imagine a world which
does not exist, as a prelude to shaping it at least in their minds. To this
PLATFORM might venture that within the space and time of their projects and
performances a new society, or its germ, is already present and denoted by
processes which, as right means, generate right ends.
CONSCIOUSNESS
This leads to the problem of consciousness, in that the work of imagination
like the work of psychoanalysis is liberating, and produces a consciousness of
freedom which portends a free society. Marcuse takes this to an advanced
point when he proposes society as a work of art. His response to the failure
of '60s radicalism is to withdraw to a position in which art's autonomy is its
space of criticality, and its effect on consciousness a rupture of the dominant
society's norms. Just as Foucault offers new insights into power, Laclau
critiques emancipation: in a democratic society, what is possible is a negotiated
position between freedom and unfreedom (Laclau, 1996: 19). The problem
Marcuse could not answer in Berlin (Marcuse, 1970: 80), however, remains:
how does a new consciousness come into being?
The idea of negotiation is an appropriate response. It is seen in the concept of
locality introduced by Lippard, and echoed in an emerging literature of the
architectural everyday (see Miles, 2000) - a space for negotiation opens at the
micro-level which is beside rather than beyond the grim reality. This means
that the model of the problem assumed by Marcuse, as a succession in time -
this is also the model of emancipation critiqued and found wanting by Laclau -
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becomes a co-presence of dominant and everyday worlds, of site and
occupation. Within the everyday, as Lippard (1997) and the artists whose work
she describes demonstrate, are glimpses of liberation. Lefebvre 41974] 1991)
states similarly that beside the dominant, conceptual space of plans and
elevations, of reductive signs, is a space of experience and occupation, a space
around the body - which feminists have politically reclaimed.
Lippard argues that if artists are to change power relations in society, they
must search for new forms buried in social energies not yet recognized. She
states: "Ideas catch fire in dialogue, when we brainstorm or play with
possibilities, and someone else's eyes light up. Art itself can be that spark,
both catalyst and act of recognition. Art can help heal a society that is
alienated from its life forces" (Lippard, 1997: 290). PLATFORM, Artists
Agency, and artists such as Ukeles, work in this way and can be seen as in
effect and informally constituting a new avant-garde. But radical art becomes
institutionalised through the art world's mediation, through documentation,
even research. This is the final difficulty to be considered. Art institutionalises
itself and sublimates its liberating moment. Ukeles produces art which entails
sensuous human activity, a liberation from the administered world and its
typologies of exclusion; yet the material distributed by Ukeles' gallery is a list
of exhibitions and grants received. This indicates more than the market's
ability to subsume art which rejects the object to its mechanisms of exchange,
marketing reputations instead of things; it shows a tendency to sublimation
when the moment of liberation becomes a memory. This is the other side of
the viral, or rhizomatic, quality of which Trowel! and Marriott speak; whilst
the exposure of contradictions sparks a realisation that the world might be
different, it also leads to a reality so contingent that in face of it whatever is
immediate becomes encapsulated. The village fiddler's melody is set down as
music, and "the Holocaust has become an artefact" (participant, PLATFORM
workshop on Killing Us Softly, 9th July, 2000). Yet such limitations can be
stated, brought into visibility in order to be critiqued; and the work - the effort
to freedom - of art is in refusing closure, as Adorn° persists in saying.
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ART FOR SOCIAL TRANSFORMATION
All this might be gloomy, deny the authenticity (or the effectiveness) of the
adrenalin-provoking moment; or suggest the image of a moment of joy just
departed. Certain possibilities, however, are evident for an art of social
transformation today. These are now briefly and conjecturally stated, after two
commonly encountered misconceptions are set aside, and three difficulties in
the present situation answered.
The first misconception is that theory and practice are distinct entities. The
argument is often constructed, not least in art education, as a duality; but both
theory and practice are produced, reflect and mediate conditions in society,
and may aspire to social change. That the medium of theory is text and that
of art practice is image is not trivial, but both are given to a certain crafting,
and depend for their reality on reception. Both may be either interpretations
of the world, or invitations to its interrogation, and in the latter is the idea of
critical practice. The second misconception is that problems require solutions,
as if all the mess of human history could be sorted out by an appropriate
theory, and made well. Adorno refuses this, and must because to solve rather
than elaborate the problem of art's aporia would be another sublimation.
Seeing is not describing - the moment of unmediated experience, if there is
one is very brief, and what follows is assimilation into a previous state of
consciousness; that state, however, is changed as a result, and perhaps the
alternative to the kind of sublimation which clings to reconciliations as if to
do otherwise would sink the ship of humanity is to realise that the slightest
change, however imperceptible, has unpredictable consequences. The
development, post-Adorno, of chaos theory is helpful here: we live in a
complex world in which enabling and disabling factors fluidly coalesce to
produce events, shifts in consciousness, and responses. Within this complexity
are traces, just as the occupation of space is marked by traces which transgress
design, and sparks, as Lippard says, which, to borrow Trowell's term, act like
viral infections. The point remains as Marx said to change the world, but this
is not by sudden cataclysm, but gradual, incremental human intervention.
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This is a foundation for a new avant-garde. The agenda has changed since the
19th century, and since the 1960s. In 1848 it was possible to see the industrial
working class as an engine of revolution, and Fourier, around the same time,
was able to propose a solidarity of artisans and intellectuals in a libidinal
society. In the 1960s, Marcuse introduced a concept of undercurrent to the
model of base and superstructure, seeing students and intellectuals as the new
revolutionary class. By the 1990s new agendas had emerged, of feminism,
identity politics, and environmentalism, all in context of the globalization of
capital. Now, the local is resistance to globalization, whilst radical art grapples
with lattices and flows of power.
Globalization is not restricted, then, to money; using technologies such as the
internet, new kinds of trans-national networking are being developed by radical
art groups, just as micro-economies reflect trans-national ties produced through
migration - as when Koreans in Los Angeles (after the riots) call for aid to
Korean organisations in their home country rather than to agencies in the
USA. Difficulties, however, remain. For instances: all this practice which is
widespread and disparate (neither of those factors themselves being problems)
remains fragmented in that small groups are only sometimes aware of the work
of other groups; the lack of a critical art press which covers such work
(largely outside the interest of mainstream magazines) exacerbates this problem
as well as restricting critical debate between rather than within groups.
Secondly, most work in this area is minimally-funded, and regarded by arts
funding bodies or sponsors as marginal and lacking glamour; this has not,
evidently, prevented the projects from happening, but it does inhibit growth,
and PLATFORM's retention of time for self-evaluation is despite not because
of their funding situation. Thirdly, the critical theory used in this thesis to
underpin understanding of critical art practice is neither easily accessible to
artists, nor current; there is as much need today for new work in theory as for
new practice.
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To respond to these difficulties: firstly, exchanges do occur, as between
PLATFORM and Artists Agency in Funding for a Change; increasing use of
the internet to disseminate (or make) work may enable new kinds of
networking, and this may lead to new collaborations. This allows a new
paradox: that art which operates in the micro-level of the very local, such as
the wetland at Quaking Houses, and is in that way a resistance to the
globalization of capital, also participates in lattices of communication which
are themselves global, though the danger is that communication is increasingly
between artists rather than between artists and publics. Secondly, artists'
groups are increasingly working, extending the economy of Modernism, in
alternative spaces and using means outside the arts funding system to do so.
Ephemeral projects tend to have lower budgets than, say, conventional public
sculpture, and depend more on people's time than expensive materials.
Funding is probably the least problem, and, as Artists Agency have found,
sponsors can be found despite aspects of the work being critical of some of
their activities - Shell sponsored work by Artists Agency and were represented
in Funding for a Change. Dialogues may be possible which allow small
organisations to undertake challenging work, and it may soon be the arts
funding system which becomes marginal. Thirdly, and more difficult to
address, the role of theory (and need for new work in theory) involves
reconsideration of the notion of an intelligentsia. Do artists constitute part of
one? Are they privileged citizens who have time to stand back and be critical,
and then to lead society in a less destructive direction? For Marcuse, after the
failure of revolutions in 1919 (Berlin) and 1968 (Paris), it is the universities
which become the safe-houses in which (as in the aesthetic dimension)
revolution is plotted. Coming from a privileged class, in a country in which
an intelligentsia could be said to have had a historical role, this is plausible.
In the UK it is less so, but need not be dismissed. The problem is more in the
model itself, whereby when anyone leads others are constructed as followers
just as centres make margins. This does not detract from the responsibility of
universities to facilitate criticism of society, but it does limit the likelihood that
such a model will produce social transformation, since it reproduces an aspect
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of that which it seeks to change. The way out of the difficulty is perhaps in
exactly the participatory methods used by artists such as Ukeles, and
developed in different ways by PLATFORM and Artists Agency. Through
participatory art projects (which have a history not disconnected from that of
action planning), whether for identified or non-specific publics, these groups
contribute to small shifts in the consciousness of people who encounter their
work, and in their own - artists, too, are citizens. The outcome is that, rather
than progress following a (nineteenth-century, or Nietzschean) trajectory of
sudden upsurge, it is gradual, incremental, and uneven. Yet it is still viable,
and this incremental approach is likely to be more democratic in being more
widespread in its reception than the acts of leaders, however intelligent. It
might be more than splitting hairs, thus, to say that art which acts as catalyst
to new awarenesses differs from art which offers images of a supposed new
world, or utopian state. If the point is to change the world, each small degree
of change at the level of the local and everyday is a shift in the framework
which governs perception of the given - and renders it less indisputable or
inevitable. In history, the ending of slavery is a case of such a gradual
transition, though now one which will not be undone any more than the vote
is likely to be taken away from women.
A NEW AVANT-GARDE
Very briefly: artists, like all citizens, have three choices: to be complicit in the
dominant society (as artists serving the art market's needs for commodities, or
providing embellishment for urban development); to resist, as through direct
action; or to work within the crevices of the dominant society, through the
exposure of contradictions and lies, the questioning of processes of power and
representation, and the seeding, virus-like, of an idea that people might
imagine alternative future scenarios to those presented by capital. Working in
the crevices also entails building the new within or beside the old, in practical
projects (such as the wetland, or Renue), in processes which use non-
exploitative relations, in non-reproductive models of thinking, and - as Adorno
and Horkheimer say - in a re-vision of Enlightenment within rationality.
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Art as a critical practice solves (as such) nothing; instead it interrogates, and
in its elaborations creates a space of liberation. The conclusion, then, is that
there is already a new avant-garde constituted by artists and groups such as
PLATFORM and projects such as Visions of Utopia; both work within the
crevices of the dominant society through art practice (and critical reflection on
it) which inserts its realisations and images like the strains of a virus into the
wider society, allowing them to grow as they will. In this incremental
approach power becomes de-centred. The artist is not the priest of the new,
but questions, probes, exposes and reveals in order to ask of the participant
what else might be? The power of this question, once conscious, is vast and
irreversible. The kind of power (potential) is, also, as different from the
conventional sense of power as a doing to others (subjection) as the authority
of a person speaking about something of which they have real knowledge
differs from that of a person whose voice conveys only their office. The
former offers recognition, the latter obedience, and perhaps that recognition
is apprehension of a kind of authenticity, however fleeting, however much
compromised when turned into language, which remains.
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19. Chin describes a performance in New York at which he poses as a sniper,
writing in a commentary in the work that "the mechanics of the sniper/virus
are a worthy model to use to begin the generation or survival of free thought
... An artwork ... may wish to pack a sniper/viral mindset" (Chin, 1999: 77).
20. Lippard writes: "Community is as elusive a concept as home in this
millennial culture. The word community is often used as a euphemism for
poor neighbourhoods and small towns, the false assumption being that people
are huddles together there with nobody to depend upon but each other, and
that they all get along more or less fine. Yet community can also be denied
those deemed too poor, ignorant, or criminal to support each other -
hardworking families living in South Bronx, for instance" (Lippard, 1997: 23-
4).
21. NCVO has produced a document - 'Fundraising with a clear conscience -
can it be done?' - for discussion at a policy forum (17th September 1997),
and promoted the South Shields seminar in its press ('Funding for a Change',
NCVO News, October 1997). See also Rachael Baird, 'Balance in the books',
The Guardian, llth March, 1998; and Margaret Minhinnick and Jane Trowel!,
'Dirty Money? Green Money?', The Red Kite I Y Barcud Coch,
November/December, 1997, #49.
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